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Summary 

Fertilization is in both animals and plants the start of life and the development of 

the embryo will eventually result in a full grown organism. Whereas animals 

develop their complete body plan during embryogenesis, plants only establish a 

rudimentary plan and most adult structures will develop after embryogenesis. 

During development cells differentiate and acquire specified functions, but some 

small groups of cells, stem cells, are maintained both in plants and in animals, in 

an undifferentiated state to provide tissues with new cells. Intercellular signals 

are needed to maintain the stem cells and plants are able to establish new stem 

cells regions more easily than animals and use different signals.  

 When a plant seed germinates the aerial part consists of a stem 

(hypocotyl) with two leaves (cotyledons) and in between the cotyledons a stem 

cell niche, a meristem, named the shoot apical meristem (SAM). From this SAM 

the plant continues growth and develops more stem and leaf tissue and new 

emerging vegetative meristems in a geometrically highly organized 

indeterminate manner. After the vegetative phase plants switch to the 

reproductive phase during which the SAM obtains the ability to transform into an 

inflorescence meristem (IFM). This IFM is able to produce one or multiple flowers 

resulting in the enormous diversity of floral branches that we observe in the 

plant kingdom. The reproductive phase can be induced in different seasons 

and/or in different years. Some plant species start to flower in spring when the 

days are getting longer and light intensity gets higher whereas other prefer to 

flowering in declining day length and light intensity. Annual plants can undergo 

the floral transition only once whereas perennial plants have the capacity to 

reiterate the reproductive phase every year. 

Plant species that display all their flowers at the same time are highly 

depending on good growth conditions to be able to set seeds to preserve their 

progeny whereas other plant species spread the risk and develop their flowers 

after each other over a longer period of time. The sequential production of 

flowers over an extended time period increases the chance of the plant to 

produce viable seeds and to overcome less favourable conditions during the 

reproductive season. The above mentioned strategies that plants display in the 

production, position and timing of flower formation results in three distinct 

inflorescence types that are named panicle, cyme and raceme respectively. Plant 



species that display a panicle inflorescence form all their flowers at the same 

time, whereas plants that show a cymose branching inflorescence develop an 

apical floral meristem and at the periphery an inflorescence meristem to continue 

growth, resulting in a zig-zag stack of newly formed flowers. Plants that show a 

racemose branching pattern display an indeterminate growth of the apical 

meristem and flowers emerge sequentially in lateral positions.  

Angiosperms display a wide variation of different inflorescence types but 

not much is known about the genes that determine that variety. To study the 

similarities and the differences between the different inflorescences it is essential 

to learn more about the spatial and temporal expression of the genes that 

specify the cymose inflorescence of Petunia hybrida and the raceme inflorescence 

of Arabidopsis. Although more genetic data about the cymose branching of 

petunia and other Solenaceous species like tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is 

getting available, it is still fragmented and most of the genetic information known 

is obtained from the raceme branching Arabidopsis. The function of known and 

newly identified genes that are important for the initiation and maintenance of 

the cymose inflorescence meristem and their putative role in the onset of 

flowering will be studied in Chapter 2.The most distinguishing feature of a 

cymose inflorescence is the emergence of a sympodial inflorescence meristem at 

the periphery of the apical floral meristem, by which inflorescence growth 

continues. The identification of a new mutation in petunia, veggie, that strongly 

delays the onset of flowering and changes the cymose inflorescence into a 

solitary flower is described in Chapter 3. Phenotypical analysis of this mutant 

showed that the defect in the inflorescence architecture resulted from the 

homeotic transformation of the (secondary) sympodial inflorescence unit into a 

vegetative shoot. The production of the double mutant of VEGGIE with the 

meristem identity gene ABBERRANT LEAF AND FLOWER (ALF), revealed that 

VEGGIE is needed in indeterminate meristems, like the shoot apex and the 

sympodial shoots, to assign the inflorescence meristem identity and acts as a 

floral integrator to initiate the floral meristem identity genes. Also the double 

mutants of VEGGIE with the meristem identity genes DOUBLE TOP (DOT), 

EVERGREEN (EVG) and HERMIT (HER) were created and studied in detail.  

In Chapter 4, we present the isolation and molecular characterization of 

VEGGIE. We found that VEGGIE encodes a phophatidylethanolamine-binding 

protein (PEBP) that is structurally and functionally similar to FLOWERING LOCUS 



T (FT), a regulator of flowering time from Arabidopsis. Grafting experiments and 

expression analyses revealed VEGGIE is expressed in the vascular tissues of 

leaves and promotes the synthesis of a mobile signal, presumably VEGGIE 

protein, that is able to move through a graft junction and is needed throughout 

the flowering phase for the development of each sympodial inflorescence to 

maintain cymose architecture. 

VEGGIE has a dual role in petunia development to promote the switch 

from vegetative growth to flowering and to specify the architecture of the 

cymose inflorescence, whereas the orthologous FT gene in Arabidopsis is only 

essential for the onset of flowering but is not required to specify the architecture 

of the racemose inflorescence. As VEGGIE and FT encode functionally similar 

proteins and are expressed in similar patterns, we aimed to identify and compare 

proteins that bind to FT and VEGGIE to understand how they acquired distinct 

roles in development of the inflorescence. In Arabidopsis the bZIP transcription 

factor FD, interacts in the apex with FT and so promotes flowering. In Chapter 

5, we report that VEGGIE interacts in the petunia apex with various bZIP 

transcription factors that all belong to the same sub-group and focussed on two 

bZIP transcription factors that were most similar to FD to study their putative 

function in inflorescence architecture and their floral promoting potential. 

The FLOWERING LOCUS T/ TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (FT/TFL1) gene family 

from Arabidopsis encodes proteins with similarity to PEBP proteins that act as 

floral inducers or repressors. FT/TFL homologs have been identified in many 

flowering plants showing that this gene family is widely conserved. In Chapter 

6, we identified three additional members of the VEGGIE family from petunia, 

PhBFT, PhIFT and PhMFT and analyzed their highly similar genomic structure, 

phylogenetic relationships and expression patterns. PhBFT and PhIFT cluster 

together with VEGGIE and we were able to show that PhBFT is rhythmic 

regulated during the day as is VEGGIE and that PhBFT expression can be 

observed in both long- and short-day conditions. PhMFT shows high sequence 

homology to MFT from Arabidopsis and is expressed at the tip of the developing 

stigma and during seed development. The different functions that were displayed 

by the VEGGIE family members suggest that these genes act not only as floral 

inducer or repressors but can have additional functions that are still to be 

discovered. 


